
 

     Greetings to all the intra and extra murals of the Alma mater 

 

We are overwhelmingly overjoyed to share with you the proud and majestic news concerning the 

productive and indefatigable results which our institution of excellence is often comparatively 

marked for. 

Our champs of intelligence and excellence have again gone high with exuberant results in the 

recently conducted Matriculation examination by JKBOSE.  

The vibrant and unparalleled administration on behalf of the Relentlessly perseverant staff 

members, Congratulate you on the success unfathomable. 

We are again credited with top ranks worth appreciating and felicitating. 

Orderly break Up of the result chart is as follows: 

1. Total number of Students appeared:  114 

2. Total number of qualified students:    112 

3. Total number of distinctions:           70           

                           Some Outstanding Deliverance at a Glance 

  Name of Student   Marks Obtained  

1 Darakshan Altaf 494 
2 Mominah Qureshi  488 

3 Aasiya  Qayoom 486 
4 Toiba Gill 482 

5 Aaliya Jala 480 
6 Sadiya Ahad 480 

7 Sumay -Un - Nisa 480 

8 Afshana Nabi 479 
9 Misbah Farooq 469 

10 Mehreen Jaan  469 
   

We, simultaneously Congratulate the whole parent community on their wards’ success and to the 

qualified class of student category that you have proved your metal and Worth by standing vigilant 

and untiring while preparing for the exams and getting through with excellent class and grades.  

To the respected parents, we thank you for your utter support, consistent cooperation and 

accountable involvement without which it could not be possible. 

Our staff members are congratulated upon for showcasing their tireless efforts and their dedication 

in moulding the champs from time to time and making them overcome the stress and trauma 

relating their examophobia in the times of Covid-crisis. 

We at the same hope to see our fighting champs of the ongoing session to replicate the victorious 

students and come up to our expectations likewise. 


